In a sounding rocket experiment Qown at Fort Churchill, Manitoba in July 1964, nuclear emulsion detectors were used to study the composition and Ruxes of primary cosmic-ray nuclei with charge Z&3 above the atmosphere in the region of kinetic energy from 40 to 200 MeV/nucleon. The results show a flux ratio for light (3&Z&5) to medium (6&Z&9) nuclei of 0.16&0. 07 in the 40-to 100-MeV/nucleon region and a ratio for heavy (Z& 10) to medium nuclei of 0.42&0.11 in the 70-to 160-MeV/nucleon interval. The elemental structure of the medium nuclei is found to contain (40&7)% carbon, (10 s+')oft nitrogen, and (48&7)% oxygen. Extrapolating the fluxes back through approximately 2.5 g/cm' of interstellar hydrogen to the source, one Gnds a Qux of nitrogen consistent with zero.
I. INTRODUCTION
'UCH of our present understanding of the origiñ~o f cosmic rays and their propagation through interstellar space results from the study of the abundances of multiply charged nuclei in the cosmic-ray Aux at kinetic energies above a few hundred MeV/nucleon. ' ' It is of particular interest to examine ratios of the fluxes of the different heavy nuclei (having approximately equal charge to mass ratio) since such flux ratios are insensitive at all energies to the somewhat poorly understood modulation mechanisms which affect the cruxes themselves. The Aux ratios in the energy region below 200 MeV/nucleon should be sensitive to the amount of interstellar material traversed, owing to the differing energy-loss rates of the particles of different charge, in a way which depends upon the energy spectra of the particles at their source.
The existence of a The results and conclusion of this paper are relatively insensitive to the detailed nature of this kind of correction. Figure 1 is a comparison of the charges of the particles accepted as determined by two different observers and indicates the charge resolution obtained.
The solid-angle considerations of this experiment are similar to those previously reported except that all particles with arrival directions making an angle of greater than 90 with respect to the magnetic field direction were excluded. These particles would be coming from below the rocket and might have resulted from interactions in the atmosphere. The probability of stopping a given particle is a function of its range in the detector, and an efIiciency factor, as a function of range, can be compiled from geometrical considerations.
This function is essentially flat for ranges from 2 to 12 mm, a lower limit of slightly over 1 mm being set by the requirement that particles enter the second plate in order to insure their arrival when the rocket was outside the atmosphere. The efficiency function used was found by numerically integrating n dAdQ over the allowed area and solid angle for a given particle range where n is the particle arrival direction. For particles of intermediate ranges the total allowed area-solidangle factor was 1680 cm' sr. The upper limit on the energy was determined by the condition that the collection efficiency be greater than 20%%u~o f the maximum value possible i.e. , that the range be less than about 2.5 cm.
Scanning efficiency was determined by a rescan of approximately 25%%uq of the total area and was found to be between 96 and 99% for the different observers. The principal motivation for studying the composition of the cosmic radiation is to learn as much a,s possible of the elemental composition of the source, and thereby to identify it and to study the processes of nucleogenesis in it. There is now considerable evidence' that the cosmic rays pass through 2 to 3 g/cm' of interstellar material before arriving at ea,rth, and one would like to account for the effects of this material on the composition. Data on the reaction cross sections for protons (interstellar material) incident on various nuclei have been summarized by Badhwar et ul. , "' and we have used these data to estimate the abundances of elements, particularly C, N, and 0, at the source. The results of these calculations are shown in Table II , the most significant feature being the disappearance of the nitrogen on extrapolating backward through about 2.5 g/cm' of hydrogen. This effect results primarily from the fact that about half of the inelastic cross section for oxygen-proton reactions leads to nitrogen as a stable product. The relative abundances of the different species of medium nuclei are affected only very slightly by differing energy loss rates and given similar source spectra an energy-dependent composition can only be generated by assuming energy-dependent cross sections "G. D. Badhwar 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we find that the L/iV ratio has attained the low value of 0.16+0.07 in the 40 to 100
MeV/nucleon region while the H/M ratio has a value similar to that found at higher energies.
A detailed examination of the cosmic-ray cha, rge structure shows a nitrogen abundance which is not inconsistent with that which would result from fragmentation of the observed Z&8 nuclei in passing through 2.5 g/cm' of hydrogen. The implications of a simple set of assumptions related to galactic cosmic rays are examined and compared with the existing data. These assumptions are that (a) the multiply charged cosmic-ray nuclei all have the same spectral shape at the source, (b) the relative abundances of He' and light nuclei (3&2&5) are negligible at the source, and (c) the average amount of interstellar material traversed is independent of particle energy.
The results show that within the present uncertainties of the experimental data and of the interaction cross sections, the data agree with the predictions without additional assumptions if the differential source spectra are relatively fiat at low energies and the average interstellar path is 2.8+0.4 g/cm . In particular, the nearly constant relative abundances of the helium, medium (6&Z&9), and (Z&10) nuclei for different values of energy/nucleon can be explained, and the observed variation of the flux ratio of light to medium nuclei with energy/nucleon can be brought into fair agreement with predictions. The calculations also imply that, if the analysis does represent the true situation, then there is little or no solar modulation of the cosmic rays near solar minimum, and protons and helium nuclei have different source spectra.
I. INTRODUCTIOÑ HE cosmic-ray energy spectra which are observed at the earth represent the source spectra after they have passed through interstellar matter and have been modulated within the solar system. Whereas presumably the sola, r-system modulation is primarily the result of electromagnetic fields, interstellar space is believed to contain enough material along the path of the particle to change appreciably the particle energy as well as the intensity of the radiation. Xn the latter case, it is normaIly assumed that the intensity in an energy interval is changed significantly only by fragmentation in interactions and by ionization loss, and not by a,cceleration nor by the complicated time-dependent magnetic effects which probably cause the intensity variation in the solar system.
If the acceleration in interstellar space is negligible, it is possible to calculate the energy dependence of the relative abundances of various particle groups outside the solar system, assuming various source spectra, provided the cross section in interstellar space and the amount of material traversed are sufFiciently well known. The exact nature of the solar modulation is not yet known, but the general belief is that it probably depends only on the velocity and charge-to-mass ratio of the particle. Therefore, although nuclei of the same charge-to-mass ratio but different charges will lose energy at different rates in interstellar space, the fhlxes
